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Abstract

Long-form question answering systems provide
rich information by presenting paragraph-level
answers, often containing optional background
or auxiliary information. While such compre-
hensive answers are helpful, not all information
is required to answer the question (e.g. users
with domain knowledge do not need an explana-
tion of background). Can we provide a concise
version of the answer by summarizing it, while
still addressing the question? We conduct a user
study on summarized answers generated from
state-of-the-art models and our newly proposed
extract-and-decontextualize approach. We find
a large proportion of long-form answers (over
90%) in the ELI5 domain can be adequately
summarized by at least one system, while com-
plex and implicit answers are challenging to
compress. We observe that decontextualization
improves the quality of the extractive summary,
exemplifying its potential in the summarization
task. To promote future work, we provide an
extractive summarization dataset covering 1K
long-form answers and our user study annota-
tions. Together, we present the first study on
summarizing long-form answers, taking a step
forward for QA agents that can provide answers
at multiple granularities.

1 Introduction

Long-form answers (Fan et al., 2019), as com-
pared to span-based short answers (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016), can provide comprehensive answers to a
broader set of questions (Cao and Wang, 2021; Fan
et al., 2019). While providing comprehensive infor-
mation in multiple sentences is helpful, users often
prefer short and concise answers to their questions
when possible (Choi et al., 2021). Today’s search
engines already present concise answers by high-
lighting the most relevant parts from the passage
excerpts. In this paper, we present the first study
on summarizing long-form answers.

∗∗Equal contribution.

Summarizing long-form answers introduces a
new challenge in addition to the faithfulness and
fluency challenges of generic summarization which
mostly focus on news articles (Nallapati et al.,
2016; Narayan et al., 2018): the summary out-
put should still provide a reasonable answer to
the original question. We take inspiration from
a recent study (Xu et al., 2022) that reports that
up to 40% of sentences in long-form answers con-
tain non-essential information, such as providing
background information or examples (Wang et al.,
2022), which demonstrates the potential for com-
pressing long-form answer.

We first aim for an extractive summarization
model and collect sentence-level annotations on
long-form answers, where annotators identify sen-
tences that address the question directly and can
serve as the “summary”.1 We collect a dataset cov-
ering 1,134 examples, each consisting of a question,
a long-form answer, and a set of summary sen-
tences. To improve the extractive summaries col-
lected, we propose a simple and yet novel summa-
rization approach, extract-and-decontextualize,
which first extracts summary sentences and re-
writes them to stand-alone (Choi et al., 2021).
Compared to abstractive summarization models
trained on noisy distantly supervised datasets
(e.g. CNN/DM (Nallapati et al., 2016) and XSum
(Narayan et al., 2018)) which encourage paraphras-
ing but also hallucinations (Kryscinski et al., 2019;
Cao et al., 2018; Kang and Hashimoto, 2020), de-
contextualization makes minimal edits to the origi-
nal sentence, preserving its meaning while improv-
ing its fluency.

How well do summarization approaches perform
in this new domain – can generated summaries
provide fluent, adequate answers to the questions,
while preserving the semantics of the original long-
form answers? We evaluate fine-tuned abstrac-

1This is a simplified annotation task compared to the origi-
nal discourse study of Xu et al. (2022).
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Input System Summarized Answer Adequacy Faithful

Q: Why does car sickness seem to hit the hardest
when you look down at your phone, book, etc.?
A: The brain perceived motion because it receives
information from the eyes, ears, and muscles. When
these parts send conflicting information, the brain
doesn’t know which is right and which is wrong,
and this is what causes motion sickness. An example
of this is when reading a book while you are in a
moving car. To your eyes, the book is stationary
while your inner ear and the rest of your body can
feel a sense of motion. This would likely cause car
sickness.

Abstractive The brain gets confused when
it receives conflicting informa-
tion about motion from different
parts of the body, and this can
cause car sickness.

Yes Yes

Gold Extractive When these parts send con-
flicting information, the brain
doesn’t know which is right and
which is wrong, and this is what
causes motion sickness.

Partially Yes

Decontext When -these parts +the eyes,
ears, and muscles send con-
flicting information, the brain
doesn’t know which is right and
which is wrong, and this is what
causes motion sickness.

Yes Yes

Q: How come Obama during his supermajority in
both houses wasn’t able to pass any legislation he
wanted?
A: 1) Senators are normally seated in January.
[. . . ]Al Franken (who would’ve been #60) was not
seated until July 7.2) Ted Kennedy was dying and
had not cast a vote since[. . . ]Note that Sept 24-Feb
4 is about 20 working days, due to recess and hol-
idays.3) So, for about 20 working days, the Sen-
ate Democrats could have broken a filibuster if you
could get every single one of them to agree on some-
thing. [. . . ] This did not go well.

Abstractive The Senate Democrats were un-
able to pass any legislation dur-
ing Obama’s supermajority due
to a lack of 60 votes needed
to break a filibuster, due to Al
Franken not being seated until
July 7 and Ted Kennedy’s death
in August 2009.

Partially Yes

Gold Extractive So, for about 20 working days,
the Senate Democrats could
have broken a filibuster if you
could get every single one of
them to agree on something.

No No/ Decontext

Table 1: We present two examples of questions, long-form answers, their summarized answers produced by different
systems, and human evaluation results ("summary adequacy" and "faithfulness"). We highlight the gold extractive
summaries we collected.

tive summarization model (Zhang et al., 2019),
prompted large language model (GPT-3) (Brown
et al., 2020), and our extract-and-decontextualize
approach with a user study. Table 1 shows two ex-
amples from our user study. We find vanilla extrac-
tive approach, even with gold sentences, presents
inadequate summaries but decontextualizing them
makes them on par with GPT-3 abstractive an-
swers. While none of the systems consistently
present high-quality summaries (GPT-3 records
a 67% success rate), most questions (95%) have
at least one system that can generate a valid sum-
mary, showing the potential for successful compres-
sion of long-form answers. Together, we present
the first corpus and study on summarizing long-
form answers, opening doors for developing more
flexible QA systems which provide answers with
varying amounts of information. We release our
data, code, and user study templates at https:
//github.com/acpotluri/lfqa_summary.

2 Background and Motivation

The focus of our study is to find a concise answer to
a complex question (Fan et al., 2019). One way to

generate a concise answer is through controllable
generation, where the long-form QA model is in-
structed to generate an answer given a pre-specified
length. However, long-form question answering re-
mains challenging, both in terms of modeling (Kr-
ishna et al., 2021) and reliable evaluation (Xu et al.,
2023). Existing models often hallucinate (Krishna
et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023) even when paired with
relevant evidence documents. Instead of generat-
ing a concise answer from scratch, we summarize
an existing long-form answer, leveraging a large
amount of user-written long-form answers often in
community-driven QA forums like ELI5 in Reddit.

How feasible would it be to summarize existing
long-form answers? Xu et al. (2022) conducted
an in-depth study on the structure of such long-
form answers, assigning one of six functional roles
(answer, answer summary, organizational sentence,
auxiliary information, and example) to each sen-
tence in long-form answer. The study suggests
sentences corresponding to “answer summary" cap-
tures the salient information and “often suffice by
themselves as the answer to the question." Further-
more, they suggest up to 40% of sentences belongs
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to roles (e.g., auxiliary information) that are not
necessary to answer the question, suggesting sum-
marizing existing answer is viable. We follow their
study and collect larger-scale data focusing on the
“answer summary" role to study the summarization
of long-form answers.

Summarizing existing answers will support pro-
viding a consistent answer set of different granulari-
ties, where the users can expand condensed answer
to see a more detailed version of the same answer.
Consistent answers at multiple granularities are
harder to enforce with a controllable generation ap-
proach. For instance, if we generate a five-sentence
answer from the raw evidence set, the five-sentence
answer can contain information absent in the ten-
sentence answer.

Lastly, retrieval-augmented long-form QA mod-
els (Nakano et al., 2021) resemble query-focused
summarization. Query-focused summarization (Xu
and Lapata, 2020; Kulkarni et al., 2020) often stud-
ies challenging multi-document settings, where the
input text is summarized focusing on a particular
query, provided at inference time content control. A
difference to our setting is that a long-form answer
is written for the question q, presenting already
synthesized information tailored for the question.2

3 Extractive Summary for Long-form
Answers

We first introduce our annotation task of identify-
ing key sentences for long-form answers, which
will be used as an extractive summary. Extractive
summaries allow easier data collection and evalua-
tion but can suffer from disfluency and incoherence.
Thus, we manually evaluate our collected gold ex-
tractive summaries in Section 5.

3.1 Task

Given a question q and its long-form answer con-
sisting of n sentences a1, a2, ...an, the model
makes a binary decision on whether each sentence
ai should be included in the summary. This setup
differs from general summarization in having ques-
tion q as an additional input.

3.2 Source Data

We use long-form answer data, (question, answer)
pairs, from prior study (Xu et al., 2022) which

2This is true for two out of three datasets (ELI5/WebGPT,
82% of our data) we study. In NQ, the paragraphs are written
independently, representing the QFS setting.

compiled three existing LFQA datasets. ELI5
(Fan et al., 2019) consists of question answer
pairs extracted from the subreddit Explain Like
I’m Five. Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski
et al., 2019): NQ contains Google search queries
as the questions, paired with paragraph-level an-
swers from Wikipedia passages identified by an-
notators. WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021) contains
answers written by trained human annotators, with
the questions sourced from ELI5. The annotator
first searches for related documents using a search
engine and then constructs the answers with direct
references to those documents. We only take an-
swers that passed their validity annotation, which
excludes questions with false presupposition, ill-
formed queries, and answers that do not provide
valid answers. Their preprocessing step also filters
answers with more than 15 sentences or less than 3
sentences.

3.3 Annotation Task

Given a question and its long-form answer, annota-
tors select a set of summary sentences containing
salient information addressing the question. The
annotator interface and instructions are in the ap-
pendix. As saliency is somewhat subjective, we
collect three-way annotations for each example.
We recruited crowd workers from Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. We recruited workers from English-
speaking countries, with at least a 95% acceptance
rate on 1000+ HITs. Each worker was paid $0.50
per annotation, translating to an hourly rate of $15.
We recorded reasonable agreement (Fleiss’ Kappa
0.53) for the annotations.3

3.4 Dataset Statistics

Table 2 contains our collected dataset statistics,
comparing it to a popular news summarization
dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016) and a query-focused
summarization dataset, AQuaMuSE (Kulkarni
et al., 2020). To compute the summary length in our
dataset, we randomly choose one of three summary
annotations. The average number of sentences cho-
sen as summaries by a single annotator was 1.6 out
of 6.2 sentences in long-form answers. The statis-
tics show that our data handles shorter texts and
compress less than existing datasets. On average,

3Xu et al. (2022) hired expert annotators (undergraduate
linguistics students), as they required annotators to provide
sentence-level labels among six functional roles. The expert
annotators reached a similar agreement (0.52 Fleiss’ kappa)
for the “summary” role.
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# |q| |d| |s| |s|
|d|

News dataset
CNN/DM 312k - 810 (39.8) 56 (3.7) 0.09

Query-Focused summarization dataset
AQuaMuSe 5.5k 9 9k (0.4k) 106 (3.8) 0.02

LFQA datasets
ELI5 834 16 113 (6.5) 32 (1.6) 0.33
NQ 202 10 140 (5.3) 47 (1.5) 0.36
WebGPT 98 15 117 (5.6) 44 (1.9) 0.39
All 1,134 15 118 (6.2) 35 (1.6) 0.33

Table 2: Summarization dataset statistics, showing the
number of examples (#), the length of question q, docu-
ment to summarize d, and summary s. For length, we
report the average number of tokens and the average
number of sentences in the parenthesis.

long-form answers were compressed to about one-
third of their original length, with a slightly higher
compression rate for ELI5 answers. This aligns
with the prior discourse study (Xu et al., 2022)
which reports ELI5 contains sentences that serve
other functional roles (like providing an example)
more frequently (23% compared to 5% and 8% in
NQ/WebGPT datasets), neither of which are likely
to be included in the summary.

3.5 Automatic Extractive Summarization
Having collected a new dataset, we evaluate ex-
isting extractive summarization models on it. Is
it easy for models to identify key sentences from
long-form answers?

Setting We aggregate all data from three datasets
(ELI5, NQ, WebGPT) and split them into 70%
train, 15% validation, and 15% test set. We report
classification metrics (precision, recall, F1 scores)
with summary sentences being the positive class.
For each long-form answer, metrics are computed
against each of the three references, with the results
from the reference with the maximum F1 score re-
ported. We also report exact-match (EM), whether
the model-predicted summary sentence set matches
any of the three annotations. The training details
and hyperparameters can be found in Appendix B.

PreSumm We use PreSumm (Liu and La-
pata, 2019), a BERT-based extractive sum-
marization model, which was trained on the
CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al., 2016) dataset. It
encodes the document with pre-trained BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) and outputs a score for each sen-
tence. We select a threshold for the score at which
it is considered a summary sentence to maximize

P R F1 EM %

LEAD-2 0.41 0.74 0.51 11.4
LEAD-3 0.46 0.83 0.56 5.3
PreSumm-cnn (A) 0.46 0.77 0.55 11.7
PreSumm-cnn (Q+A) 0.53 0.78 0.60 11.0
PreSumm-cnn+ours (A) 0.55 0.81 0.61 36.0
PreSumm-cnn+ours (Q+A) 0.55 0.88 0.63 30.9
T5-ours (A) 0.67 0.71 0.65 20.5
T5-ours (Q+A) 0.70 0.78 0.69 25.0

Human∗ 0.77 0.79 0.77 41.3

Table 3: Binary classification accuracy of extractive
summarization models on the test set.

the F1 score on the validation set. We evaluate both
the original model (trained on CNN/DM dataset)
and the model fine-tuned on our dataset.

T5 We use a sequence-to-sequence model, T5-
large (Raffel et al., 2019), to classify whether a sen-
tence belongs to the summary or not. This was the
best performing model for fine-grained role classi-
fication of long-form answers in Xu et al. (2022).
For question prepending input, the input sequence
to the model would be: [q [1] a1 [2] a2 ... [n] an].
The output sentence would then be of the form:
[[1] r1 [2] r2 ... [n] rn], where ri was a binary class
label whether i-th answer sentence ai belongs to
the summary or not.

Results Table 3 reports model performances on
the test set. The result on the validation set can be
found in Table 8 in the appendix. With in-domain
fine-tuning, both models are able to accurately
predict which sentences belong to the summary.
Fine-tuned T5 model shows a strong performance,
though underperforming human, especially in exact
match. We also find all trained classifiers benefit
from having questions as additional input, signi-
fying that questions provide important signals for
content selection. While there is room for improve-
ment, results suggest that predicting key sentence
sets is not a major hurdle for state-of-the-art lan-
guage models. Thus, we use the gold extractive
summary for our user study (Section 5).

4 Abstractive Summaries for Long form
Answers

While we have gold extractive summaries at hand,
they often suffer from disfluencies and factual er-
rors (Zhang et al., 2022). We aim to improve this in
two ways, (1) by introducing a decontextualization
(Choi et al., 2021) model to edit extractive sum-
maries and (2) by using abstractive summarization
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models. We explore zero-shot transfer from an ab-
stractive summarization model (Zhang et al., 2019)
and prompting an instruction-tuned large language
model (Brown et al., 2020). We experiment with
two types of input sequences: (1) long-form answer
only as an input (2) the question followed by a sep-
aration token and the long-form answer, whenever
applicable. In the latter setting, models sometimes
output the question as a part of the summary, which
we remove with postprocessing.4

4.1 Editing Extractive Summary with
Decontextualization

The disfluencies and lack of coherence of extrac-
tive summaries are well-known issues, motivating
a flurry of abstractive summarization models (Rush
et al., 2015; See et al., 2017). While abstractive
models can provide coherent and fluent summaries,
one of their major issues is hallucination (Kryscin-
ski et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2018). Recent work
explores extract-and-abstract approaches (Hsu
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Pilault et al., 2020),
aiming to take the best of both worlds. Most of
these approaches are fine-tuned on an abstractive
summarization dataset. As we don’t have an ab-
stractive summary of long-form answers at hand,
we opt to use a decontextualization model to re-
write the extractive summary.

Decontextualization (Choi et al., 2021) is a text
editing task, which aims to rewrite the target sen-
tence in a document such that the edited target
sentence can be interpreted when presented alone
while preserving its meaning. While its use cases
in QA and text retrieval (Gao et al., 2022) have
been explored, its use case in summarization has
not been explored. Earlier prior work (Clarke and
Lapata, 2010; Durrett et al., 2016) have studied dis-
course constraints for summarization – that for each
pronoun included in the summary, the pronoun’s
antecedent should be included or the pronoun to be
rewritten as a full mention to make summary coher-
ent and clear. Decontextualization is well-suited to
prevent these common errors of pronouns/concepts
being “orphaned" in extractive summary.

4For extractive models, we exclude the question if it is
chosen as the summary. For abstractive models, we remove
the first sentence of the summary if it has high lexical over-
lap (over 75% unigram overlap) with the question (which
happened for roughly 38% of the dataset).

Domain Pred Un Inf Done ∆

Wiki (NQ Short) human 12.0 20.0 68.0 23%
Wiki (NQ Short) model 14.7 26.3 59.0 13%

LFQA Answers
Wiki (NQ Long) model 66.8 13.9 19.3 28%
ELI5 model 49.3 34.3 16.4 34%
Web-GPT model 66.6 14.6 18.8 29%

Table 4: Decontexutalization output statistics. The sec-
ond column block represents prediction category distri-
bution, where Un represents unnecessary (no edit is nec-
essary), Inf represents infeasible (stand-alone not feasi-
ble), Done represents decontextualization attempted.

Method We use an off-the-shelf decontextualiza-
tion system from recent work (Chen et al., 2021),5

which trained a T5 3B model on the original de-
contextualization dataset (Choi et al., 2021) on
Wikipedia text. This model takes the concatenation
of the Wikipedia page title and a paragraph with
the sentence to be decontextualized as input. For
ELI5 and WebGPT answers which lack a page title,
we consider the question as the title.

If the title is t and the answer consists of k sen-
tences [a1, a2, . . . , ak] with the i-th sentence being
the target to be decontextualized, the input will be
formatted as:

[CLS] t [s] a1 . . . ai−1 [s] ai [s] ai+1 . . . ak[s]

where [CLS] is a start token and [s] is a sep-
arator token. The model outputs the sequence:
[CATEGORY] [SEP] y, where the category is one
of DONE (if it made edits to the sentence in which
case y would be the new sentence), Unnecessary
(the sentence does not need an edit, already stand-
alone), or Infeasible (the sentence is tricky to be
made stand-alone with minimal edits).6 We only
apply decontextualization when the first sentence
in the extractive summary is not included in the
summary set (56% of examples in the dataset), and
only decontextualize the first summary sentence.

Decontexutalization Results Table 4 presents
basic statistics of the output from decontextual-
ization model. Somewhat surprisingly, the de-
contextualization model edited only 17.1% of
input examples, diverging significantly from its
training distribution where 60% of examples

5https://github.com/jifan-chen/
QA-Verification-Via-NLI/.

6In the case of infeasible and unnecessary cases, y would
just be the same as ai).
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are edited. For these edited sentences, we re-
port the length increase (∆), or the average
value of (len(decontext)-len(original)) /
len(original), following the original study.
While decontextualization is attempted less fre-
quently when it is decontextualized the length of
the sentence increases more substantially. More
ELI5 sentences were classified as Infeasible. We
hypothesize that the sentences in ELI5 could be
deemed more challenging because of the narrative
nature of Reddit posts. We include sample decon-
textualization outputs in Table 9 in the appendix.

We manually examine decontextualization out-
puts from ELI5 and Web-GPT to evaluate their per-
formance on out-of-domain, non-Wikipedia texts.
We (the authors of this paper) randomly sample
50 examples where the model has made changes,
and 50 examples from the entire set. Out of 50
edits, 42 edits were meaning preserving (without
introducing factually incorrect contents), and 44
edits successfully decontextualized the sentence
(without unresolved or unclear references). On a
randomly sampled set of 50 examples, we evaluate
whether the category assigned is correct (infeasible,
unnecessary, done), finding 45 examples were as-
signed the correct category. Overall, we found the
zero-shot performance of the decontextualization
system on the new domain was surprisingly robust.
Recent work (Eisenstein et al., 2022) also showed
large language model can perform decontextualiza-
tion robustly when prompted carefully. We will
evaluate decontextualized summaries with a user
study in Section 5.

4.2 Abstractive Models

In this section, we explore abstractive models for
summarization to improve fluency.

Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2019) shows promising
performance across diverse summarization bench-
marks. We examine a suite of Pegasus fine-tuned
on various summarization datasets and chose a
model fine-tuned on the CNN/DailyMail as it
showed the most promising results upon manual in-
spection. We do not fine-tune it with our extractive
dataset to preserve its abstract nature.

GPT-3 Recent work (Goyal et al., 2022a) has
found that GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) exhibits
strong zero-shot performance on several news sum-
marization benchmarks. Unlike fine-tuned abstrac-
tive models, prompted language models would not

inherit issues from noisy distant supervision train-
ing datasets. Thus, we investigate its ability to
perform zero-shot long-form answer summariza-
tion. Specifically, we used the text-davinci-002
model.7 We explore two settings: with and without
length control in the prompt, following prior work
(Goyal et al., 2022a). The prompt with length con-
trol is “Q: {question text} A: {answer text}
Summarize the above answer in {length
of gold summary} sentences”, and the prompt
without length control is “Q: {question text} A:
{answer text} Summarize the above answer.”

4.3 Automatic Evaluation

We first aim to perform an automatic evaluation
of abstractive systems, using gold extractive sum-
maries as references. While this would not evaluate
fluency, automatic metrics measure the content se-
lection of generated abstractive summaries.

Setting We use the same data split as in Sec-
tion 3.5, and repeat lead baselines: LEAD-2 and
LEAD-3. We use established automatic summa-
rization evaluation metrics ROUGE (Lin, 2004)
and BERTScore (Zhang* et al., 2020).8 As our
dataset is 3-way annotated, we report the highest
ROUGE-L F1 score among the three reference an-
swers and use the same reference answer to com-
pute BERTScore F1. The Human baseline is com-
puted by choosing one extractive summary anno-
tation at random as the reference and doing a pair-
wise computation of ROUGE and BERTScore with
the other two annotations for that example.

Results Table 5 reports model performances on
the test set. The results on the development set
are in Table 7 in the appendix. Similar to other
domains, lead baselines show strong performances,
outperforming models trained on out-of-domain
data (Pegasus, GPT3). Yet, they are inherently
limited, covering only 73% of the summary sen-
tences. We see that the abstractive models show
better performance with the BERTScore metric
compared to the ROUGE-L metric, potentially due
to the ROUGE-L metric punishing for paraphras-
ing. Having the question in addition to the answer
improves the performance of the Pegasus model.
Having length control also improves the zero-shot
performance of GPT-3, similar to the finding from

7We set the max generation length to 512 tokens and tem-
perature to 0. The generations were queried on October 19,
2022.

8We use the bert-base-uncased checkpoint.
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Model Input ROUGE BERTScore Length

LEAD-2 A 0.553 0.673 38.18 (2.00)
LEAD-3 A 0.652 0.711 59.40 (3.00)

Pegasus A 0.569 0.749 43.03 (2.65)
Pegasus Q+A 0.588 0.759 43.36 (2.80)

A+L 0.460 0.647 32.17 (1.71)

GPT3 A 0.457 0.638 53.01 (2.84)
Q+A+L 0.497 0.670 31.34 (1.63)
Q+A 0.484 0.662 46.12 (2.20)

Human Q+A 0.811 0.881 39.41 (1.93)

Table 5: Automatic evaluation results on the test set.
For the “Input" column, A refers to a long answer while
Q+A refers to (question, long answer) as an input to
the model and L refers to the length of the gold extrac-
tive summary in sentences. For length, we present the
number of tokens, with the number of sentences in the
parenthesis.

prior work (Goyal et al., 2022b). This is a semi-
oracle setting as the model is given the summary
length.

5 Human Evaluation of Summary
Answers

So far we have evaluated summarized answers
against the gold extractive summary. Yet, we are
aware extractive answers themselves are limited
and automatic evaluation of summary is non-trivial.
To properly evaluate summarizing long-form an-
swers, we launch a user study evaluating four dif-
ferent types of answer summaries: a gold extrac-
tive summary, a gold extractive summary that is
decontextualized, an abstract summary from Pe-
gasus, and an abstract summary from GPT3. Can
the summarized answer present a useful, concise
answer that preserves the original meaning of the
long-form answer, without producing incoherent
discourse structure (e.g., orphaned anaphora)?

5.1 User Study Design

We design a two-stage interface to evaluate the sum-
marized answer. The exact wording and interface
can be found in the appendix (Figures 5, 6, 7, and
8). First, they are shown the summary answer and
the question alone, and then, the original long-form
answer will be shown to them.

Stage 1: The annotators first measure the quality
of the summary answer itself.
FLUENCY (choices: Yes/No): if the answer is gram-
matical and fluent. We do not distinguish coher-
ence and fluency as prior study (Fabbri et al., 2021)

reports that annotators often confuse those two di-
mensions.
ADEQUACY (choices: Yes/Partially/No): if the
summary adequately answers the original question.

Stage 2: The annotators then measure both the
summary and original long-form answer.
FAITHFULNESS (choices: Yes/No): if the summary
accurately captures the main idea of a long-form
answer regarding the question.
LONG-ANSWER ADEQUACY (choices:
Yes/Partially/No): if the long-form answer
addresses the question adequately. This annotation
only evaluates the original long-form answer, as
a control to avoid blaming the summarization
system when the long answer itself is not adequate.
As we filtered out invalid long answers during
pre-processing, most answers should be labeled as
adequate.

5.2 User Study Setting
Data We annotate 175 long-form answers paired
with four types of summary: (1) summary gener-
ated from our best abstractive model (Pegasus), (2)
gold extractive summary (GOLD), (3) gold extractive
summary that is decontextualized with automatic
decontextualizer system (GOLD++) and (4) GPT-3
zero shot summaries with length restriction. We
sample 150 examples at random and additionally
sample 25 examples where the decontextualization
process made edits to the gold extractive summary.

The average length of the tokens for the four
summary settings were 43.4, 40.9, 47.6, and 31.3
for Pegasus,GOLD,GOLD++,GPT3.

Annotators Human evaluation was done on the
Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. We required
the workers to be from English-speaking countries
and have at least a 95% acceptance rate on 1000+
HITs. Each worker was paid $0.50 per annotation,
translating to an hourly rate of $15. We set up the
task that each annotator will see only one variant
of the summary per each long-form answer. The
annotators were not aware of which summarization
system provided the summary. A small subset of
data is annotated by the authors, following the same
setup. We had 561 unique annotators for this task.

5.3 Results
Table 6 presents the results from the user study. We
report two numbers – one on all 175 examples, and
one on a subset of 63 examples where decontextu-
alization changed the extractive summary.
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Summary Summary Adequacy Faithfulness Long-Answer Adequacy FuncFluency (Yes) Yes Partially No (Yes) Yes Partially No

Kappa 0.513 0.368 0.506 0.474

Pegasus 89.7 (91.0) 62.5 (63.0) 31.4 (31.2) 6.1 (5.8) 83.2 (82.5) 81.5 (82.5) 17.0 (15.9) 1.5 (1.6) 65.7
GOLD 85.5 (83.6) 61.0 (56.6) 32.6 (36.6) 6.4 (6.9) 84.0 (83.1) 81.7 (81.5) 16.6 (16.4) 1.7 (2.1) 60.1
GOLD++ 88.6 (93.7) 66.5 (70.4) 25.9 (21.7) 7.6 (7.9) 84.4 (84.1) 82.5 (82.5) 16.0 (15.3) 1.5 (2.1) 67.0
GPT3 94.1 (94.1) 67.8 (71.4) 26.5 (21.7) 5.7 (6.9) 85.3 (85.2) 81.9 (82.0) 16.4 (16.4) 1.7 (1.6) 67.0

Table 6: User study results. The first row shows Fleiss’ kappa for each question. The rest of the rows present the
percentage of examples in each category, with results on the subset of 63 examples where decontextualization
modified the extractive summary presented in parenthesis. The last column presents the percentage of functional
short answers, meaning they are adequate, fluent, and meaning-preserving.

We include the inter-annotator agreement for
each question in the first row. We observed moder-
ate to high agreement for all four questions. Eval-
uating the quality of answers (summary adequacy
and long answer adequacy) was more subjective
than evaluating fluency or faithfulness, revealing
the challenge of open-ended long-form answer eval-
uation as pointed out in prior work (Krishna et al.,
2021). We also see high agreement among anno-
tators by comparing long answer adequacy distri-
butions across four rows, which are very similar as
expected.

Can a summarized version of long-form answers
provide an adequate answer to the original ques-
tion? We see somewhat mixed results – while the
annotators said the summaries provide at least a
partial answer to the question most of the time
(over 90%), only about 60% of answers per system
provide adequate answers. Again, we find that de-
contextualization helps – on about 10% examples,
annotators labeled extractive answers as partially
adequate, but their decontextualized versions are
adequate.9 GPT-3 produces adequate summaries
the most, showcasing its powerful zero-shot sum-
marization ability (Goyal et al., 2022a). Further
analysis showed that summary adequacy is highly
system dependent rather than question dependent –
for 90% of the questions, there is at least one sys-
tem whose outputs are adequate according to the
majority of the annotators.

We find fluency is not a major issue, both for
extractive and abstractive systems. The large-scale
language model (GPT3), in particular, provides the
most fluent answers. For the extractive summaries,
we see a substantial gain (about 10% on 63 exam-
ples where decontextualization changed the input)
in fluency by introducing contextualization. The

9This difference was also statistically significant with a
t-test where Yes/Partially/No maps to a (1.0/0.5/0.0) score.

fluency gap between Gold and Gold++ was statisti-
cally significant on McNemar’s test with p < 0.05.

We observe a slightly lower performance on
faithfulness across four summary systems com-
pared to fluency. While the weaker abstractive
model (Pegasus) ranks slightly lower than the
extractive model, GPT-3 somewhat surprisingly
outperforms extractive approaches in meaning
preservation. This mirrors findings from a recent
study (Zhang et al., 2022) about how extractive
summary can also introduce factual errors. Overall,
faithfulness has been extensively studied in summa-
rization literature (Fabbri et al., 2022a) but mostly
in the news domain.

When can we use summarized answers? In the
last column, we report the percentage of summary
answers that are fluent, adequate, and faithful to
the original long-form answer. Decontextualized
answers (GOLD++) and GPT-3 zero-shot summary
achieve more promising results than the other two
approaches. Of the 168 long answers considered
“adequate” by a majority of the annotators, 160
(95%) of them has at least one summary that was
considered functional by a majority of the annota-
tors. We examine error cases in the next section.

5.4 What makes it hard for models to
summarize long-form answers?

As we have identified fluency as a minor issue, we
specifically look at 60 examples that satisfy all the
following conditions: (1) summary is fluent, (2)
summary answer is not fully adequate nor faithful,
and (3) long-form answer is adequate.

We identify a few patterns of why the summary
answers fall short: (1) around 10% of them contain
summarization errors (e.g. not properly resolving
anaphora or hallucination). (2) for around 60% of
examples, adding a few more sentences to the sum-
mary was necessary to provide a coherent answer
to the question. This is particularly true in cases
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Summarization error

Q: Why do most restaurants sell Pepsi instead of Coke, and yet Coke is seen to be a bigger competitor?
A: Coke sells way more soda by volume than Pepsi. As a response, Pepsi offers its products to restaurants at a reduced cost,
which is why many restaurants carry it. But only up to midscale places – no nice restaurant serves Pepsi, because Coke has
more cachėt, and also you need it for mixed drinks. Note also that McDonald’s, the single biggest restaurant chain in the
world, serves Coke.
Complex Answer

Q: How is it that the human brain/body sometimes wakes up seconds before an alarm goes off?!
A: Your body does have internal regulation mechanisms, I’m not a doctor and there are plenty who are who can talk more
intelligently about the circadian rhythm of the body etc. The other component is psychological. What’s happening is an
example of confirmation bias. You’ve woken up a few times almost on the clock (relative to the total number of days you’ve
ever slept in your life). Though this number is astronomical low, you only remember the times you did wake up on the
minute. You bias yourself to count those times and subconsciously ignore the other times and thus you feel as though you
have an ability to wake up on time. This also happens when people think that they can catch when people are looking at
them. You sometimes do and sometimes don’t, but the times you don’t are not out of the ordinary so you forget them. Thus
you only remember catching them and get a false sense of confirmation.
GPT-3 summary: The human brain/body sometimes wakes up seconds before an alarm goes off because of the body’s
internal regulation mechanisms and the psychological phenomenon of confirmation bias.

Figure 1: Examples with inadequate summaries: In the first example, the highlighted extractive summaries needs
further decontextualization. In the second example, the long-form answer is too complex.

where the answers are multifaceted (e.g., providing
multiple reasons for some phenomena, and the cur-
rent summary contains only one of them). We also
noticed a few cases where disclaimers (e.g., “I’m
talking about poverty in U.S.") or counterexamples
in the long-form answer that were not included
in the summary, potentially misleading the read-
ers. (3) some long-form answers (around 25%) are
tricky to summarize without massive rewriting as
it is explaining a complex procedure (e.g., why the
Obama administration could not pass legislation,
see the full example in Table 1). Figure 1 presents
two representative failure cases. Future QA models
can actively identify questions that require compre-
hensive v.s. concise answers.

6 Related Work

Query/Aspect-focused summarization Our task
is relevant to query-focused summarization, which
studies controllable summarization with respect to
a query (Xu and Lapata, 2020; Deng et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2020; Vig et al., 2021) or aspect (An-
gelidis et al., 2021; Hayashi et al., 2021; Ahuja
et al., 2022; Kulkarni et al., 2020). Recently pro-
posed MASH-QA (Zhu et al., 2020) dataset on the
medical domain presents a question, context docu-
ment, and extractive answer sentences. Compared
to these works which summarize documents writ-
ten independently of the question into a summary,
we aim to compress long-form answers written
with respect to the question. Another line of work
(Fabbri et al., 2022b; Song et al., 2017) studies gen-
erating summaries of multiple answers to the same
question. Lastly, Deng et al. (2019) looks into the

same task formulation of summarizing long-form
answers, but their evaluation is limited to distantly
supervised data.

Decontextualization for summarization Slo-
bodkin et al. (2022) proposes the task of control-
lable text reduction, which rewrites chosen sen-
tences from a document in a coherent manner using
existing summarization datasets. They cover longer
documents and involve multiple sentences to be de-
contextualized whereas we reuse a single-sentence
decontextualization model (Choi et al., 2021).

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We present the first study on generating concise
answers to complex questions. We collect an ex-
tractive summarization dataset in the new summa-
rization domain of long-form answers to support
future research. To address this new task, we de-
ploy diverse summarization models, including zero-
shot abstractive summarization models and a new
decontextualization postprocessing method, which
is applied to extractive summaries. Through our
comprehensive user study, we find that around 70%
of the summaries can serve as functional, concise
answers to the original questions. Our work shows
potential for building QA systems that generate
answers at different granularities, as well as us-
ing decontextualization to improve the faithfulness
and fluency of extractive summaries. Future work
can also look into applying controllable generation
techniques (Yang and Klein, 2021; Li et al., 2022;
Qin et al., 2022) to generate answers with different
lengths to generate concise answers.
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Limitations

Our study is limited in scope, studying only English
question-answering data. We also acknowledge
that the long-form answers we study are not always
factually correct, as they can be outdated (Zhang
and Choi, 2021) or incorrect as they are crawled
from web forums (Fan et al., 2019).

Further, our user study is limited in its scale,
evaluating 175 instances, and does not carefully
study potentially diverging interpretations from an-
notators of different demographics. We also do not
extensively explore all summarization models, such
as the extract-and-abstract approaches mentioned
in related work.

Ethics Statement

Our data collection and user study protocols do
not collect identifiable private information from
annotators.

The question-answering data we annotated
comes from an English online forum and might
contain biased information. Our annotation is done
by crowd-workers recruited from an online plat-
form. We make use of pre-trained language models
to generate abstractive summaries, which could
suffer from hallucinating unfactual contents (Kang
and Hashimoto, 2020) and perpetuating bias (Field
et al., 2021). Thus, more post-processing steps are
required before presenting these contents to users.
Our user study shows that our proposed method,
extract-and-decontextualize, could be one effective
post-processing step to reduce hallucination.
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A Appendix

A.1 Summary Annotation Interface

Figure 3 presents the interface for summary an-
notation 3 and Figure 4 is the screenshot of the
instruction presented to the annotators.

A.2 User Study Interface

Figures 5 and 6 are screenshots of the interface pro-
vided to the MTurkers who participated in the user
study to analyze the quality of the summaries and
Figures 7 and 8 are screenshots of the instructions
provided with the corresponding steps.
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A.3 Dataset Compression Statistics
Figure 2 plots the token-level compression ratio (%
of tokens included in the summary) on the three
different types of long-form answers we study.

B Model Training Details

All models are trained/evaluated on
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 GPUs. We use
pytorch-transformers Wolf et al. (2019) to
implement our models. The hyperparameters are
manually searched by the authors.

PreSumm We use the checkpoint of
BertSumExt from https://github.com/
nlpyang/PreSumm. We use the same hyperparam-
eter in the original paper, using a batch size of
16 and a learning rate of 2e − 3. On two GPUs,
fine-tuning on the training set and then evaluating
on the test set takes between 1 to 2 hours.

T5 We use the T5-large checkpoint with 770 mil-
lion parameters and fine-tune for 30 epochs with a
batch size of 16 and learning rate of 1e−4. On two
GPUs, fine-tuning on the training set and then eval-
uating on the test set takes between 2 to 3 hours.

B.1 Validation Set Results
Tables 7 and 8 show our automatic evaluation re-
sults on the validation set for the extractive and
abstractive models (computed in the same way that
the test set values were).

B.2 Decontextualization Sample Output
Table 9 gives three examples of the modifications
that the decontextualization models made to the
extractive gold label summaries.

Model Input ROUGE BERTScore Length

LEAD-2 A 0.541 0.677 38.36 (2.00)
LEAD-3 A 0.641 0.710 58.29 (3.00)

Pegasus A 0.571 0.750 43.50 (2.77)
Pegasus Q + A 0.572 0.752 41.11 (2.64)

GPT3 (length) 0.517 0.681 32.29 (1.68)
GPT3 0.507 0.683 48.03 (2.24)

Human 0.815 0.883 39.62 (1.95)

Table 7: Automatic summary evaluation results on the
validation set. For the “Input" column, A refers to
using only the long answer as an input to the model
while Q+A provides the long answer with the question
prepended as an input. The length is computed in the
number of tokens/words and the number in parenthesis
represents the average number of sentences.

P R F1 EM %

LEAD-2 0.42 0.74 0.51 11.3
LEAD-3 0.47 0.81 0.55 5.6
PreSumm-cnn (A) 0.47 0.75 0.55 11.7
PreSumm-cnn (Q+A) 0.52 0.78 0.60 21.8
PreSumm-cnn+ours (A) 0.56 0.89 0.65 28.1
PreSumm-cnn+ours (Q+A) 0.58 0.91 0.68 35.9
T5-ours (A) 0.70 0.73 0.66 20.0
T5-ours (Q+A) 0.73 0.78 0.71 26.3

Human∗ 0.76 0.80 0.77 40.8

Table 8: Binary classification accuracy of extractive
summarization models on the validation set.
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Figure 3: Summary annotation interface

Figure 4: Summary annotation instruction. We provided a few examples to the annotators, which are truncated here.
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Figure 5: User study annotation UI (Step 1)

Figure 6: User study annotation UI (Step 2)
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Figure 7: User study instructions (Step 1)
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Figure 8: User study instructions (Step 2)
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Question Long Answer (Abridged) Decontextualized Extractive Summary

How did Switzerland stay out of
WWII?

They were literally the bankers of the war. The Nazis and the
allies both kept their assets there. This is how they stayed neutral,
because if either side invaded, that side’s assets would either be
seized by the other side, or seized by the Swiss.

The Nazis and the allies both kept their assets -
there +in Switzerland.

Why do some people vomit when
they see a corpse and/or witness
a homicide?

We essentially vomit at the sight of gory or bloody death as a
defense mechanism. In the face of corpses or death, we are often at
risk ourselves, and therefore vomit to remove possible biohazards
from our system that may have been spread by the dead, as blood
and gore are often good at transmitting biohazards. It also prevents
us from possibly ingesting any biohazards by forcing everything
out of the mouth that may have been headed for the stomach (i.e.
blood).

-It also +Vomiting prevents us from possibly in-
gesting any biohazards by forcing everything out
of the mouth that may have been headed for the
stomach (i.e. blood).

How does the mls all star game
work?

The Major League Soccer All-Star Game is an annual soccer game
held by Major League Soccer featuring select players from the
league against an international club. MLS initially adopted a
traditional all-star game format used by other North American
sports leagues where the Eastern Conference squared off against
the Western Conference. This eventually evolved into the current
system where the league annually invites a club from abroad to
play against a league all-star team. The MLS All-Stars hold an 8–4
record in the competition marking the season ’s midpoint. Players
are awarded rosters spots through a combination of fan voting and
selections by the appointed manager and league commissioner.

-This +The Major League Soccer All-Star Game
initially adopted a traditional all-star game for-
mat used by other North American sports leagues
where the Eastern Conference squared off against
the Western Conference which eventually evolved
into the current system where the league annu-
ally invites a club from abroad to play against a
league all-star team. Players are awarded rosters
spots through a combination of fan voting and
selections by the appointed manager and league
commissioner.

Table 9: Decontextualization model outputs on three examples from the dataset (the summary of the original answer
is highlighted in grey). Despite being out-of-domain, the decontextualization model performs reasonably well.
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